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. Different patient groups are reported to be deficient in decision making although the sensitivity and specificity of such deficits are not clear. Among such groups of patients, are those with orbitofrontal/ventromedial prefrontal cortex lesions 2, 3 ; patients with frontal lobe dysfunctions due to substance addiction [4] [5] [6] ; and patients with Parkinson's and Huntington's disease 7, 8 , schizophrenia 9 , obsessive-compulsive disorder 10 or anorexia nervosa 11 .
The types of decision making vary in terms of the degree of available information provided about outcomes and their probabilities. In some situations, the consequences of a decision and its probability are implicit (decision making under ambiguity), and the decision maker has to initially infer the quality of the options by processing feedback of previous decisions. In other situations (decision making under risk), the decider has the explicit rules and must choose by calculating the risk of disadvantageous options 1 . One of the most frequently used cognitive tasks to evaluate decision making in ambiguous situations is the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) during 100 trials. The choices are either advantageous or disadvantageous, but the consequences of each choice are unknown. The rules for gains and losses are not explained to the subjects. Two out of the four stacks will lead to an advantageous outcome because they result in moderate gains and moderate or low losses, leading to a positive final balance. The remaining two stacks are disadvantageous, because, even though the gains are higher than in the other two alternatives, the losses are very high, which results in a negative balance in the long term.
To measure decision under risk, Brand et al. 12 developed a test called the Game Dice Task (GDT). In this test, subjects are asked to predict the outcome of a dice throw. A subject must decide between different alternatives (one single number or a combination of numbers) that are explicitly related to a specific amount of gain and loss and that have obvious winning probabilities (1:6 to 4:6). Since the rules for gains and losses are explicitly provided, subjects can calculate the risk associated with each alternative from the beginning of the task and may thus use strategies to maximize profit.
The Brazilian population already has a Brazilian Portuguese version of the IGT 13 . Nevertheless, we still do not have an adaptation of GDT. Accordingly, the aims of this study a were (i) to translate and adapt the GDT to Brazilian Portuguese and (ii) to evaluate the construct validity of the Brazilian Portuguese version of GDT.
METHODS

Participants
Before participating in this study, all subjects signed an informed consent form approved by the local Ethics Committee (CEP #1858/09). All procedures were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1996) . One hundred and eighty-three subjects participated in the study (94 men and 89 women). The subjects were divided into three groups: bilingual speakers, healthy subjects and subjects with traumatic brain injury (TBI) ( 
Procedures
Translation of Game Dice Task
The translation and adaptation of the GDT to a Brazilian population comprised four steps. First, the original English version of the GDT was translated to Portuguese by a Brazilian linguist (English teacher). Next, a native-English-speaking teacher with proficiency both in English and Portuguese made the back translation. Then, the back-translated version was compared with the original translation by two authors with English proficiency (P. R. and H. K. A.) who identified words that did not reflect the original meaning and that thus needed a semantic adaptation. The new Brazilian version was then sent to the original authors of the GDT, who, after approval, developed the Brazilian Game Dice Task software. Minor Portuguese spelling errors were corrected and, finally, the last version of the test was approved by all authors.
Sample of bilingual speakers
Eight bilingual speakers ( four English teachers and four translators/English reviewers) were assessed with the English and Brazilian versions of GDT with a two-week interval between evaluations. To avoid the bias of presentation sequence, half of the sample started with the Brazilian version and the other half started with the English version. Volunteers were asked to make comments about how easy it was to understand each version and, after completing both versions, they indicated whether they felt that the versions were similar. All questions and remarks made during the test were recorded by the examiner.
Sample of healthy subjects
Healthy volunteers completed the Brazilian version of the GDT for two main purposes: to check for possible misunderstanding and to have preliminary normative data of the Brazilian population in the GDT. All of the questions and remarks made during test instructions were also recorded.
Sample of patients with traumatic brain injury
Fifteen patients with TBI answered the Brazilian version of the GDT to verify the discriminant validity of the Brazilian Game Dice Task. Tables 1 and 2 provide descriptive data for the healthy volunteers' performances on the GDT. After verifying the normality of the data with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, differences in performance due to sex (male and female) and age (more or less than 27 years) were verified with the Student ttest. Then, Cronbach's alpha was calculated to determine the reliability of the data. In order to evaluate the discriminant validity, TBI patients' and healthy volunteers' performances (males) were compared with the Student t-test.
Data analysis
RESULTS
Male and female healthy volunteers differed only in the number of choices of three and four combinations of dice. While males more frequently chose the combination of three dice (t=2.93; p=0.004), females more frequently chose the combination of four dice (t=-2.27; p=0.025) ( Table 3) . No differences were found between age groups in GDT subscales (Table 4) .
Cronbach's alpha coefficient was 0.918, considering the 18 possibilities of dice choices.
To control for gender differences, only male healthy volunteers (n=77) were compared with TBI patients. Patients with TBI less frequently chose the combination of three dice (t=4.03; p=0.001), made more risky choices (t=-3.27; p=0.002) and made fewer nonrisky choices (t=3.27; p=0.002). Moreover, patients with TBI had an inferior net-score (t=3.27; p=0.002) ( Table 5) .
DISCUSSION
The present study presents a Brazilian adaptation of the GDT, a test originally developed by Brand et al. 12 to evaluate decision making under risk. To the best of our knowledge, previously, there has not been a specific test to measure this cognitive ability available in Brazilian Portuguese. The relevance of pursuing an equivalent adaptation of the original test, designed in a foreign cultural background, has been emphasized and is recommended by local committees that manage psychological evaluation 16 . Several steps were followed to guarantee the proper translation and semantic adaptation of GDT from the original English version to the Brazilian Portuguese version. First, out. A high internal consistency was observed in the healthy volunteers' GDT performance; Cronbach's alpha was 0.918 18 . For that reason, we considered our translation and adaptation of GDT to Brazilian population to be satisfactory. Interestingly, we found a different pattern of choices between males and females in our sample of healthy volunteers. While males more frequently chose a combination of three dice, females preferred the combination of four dice. Because both types of choices are considered nonrisky decisions, it would be incorrect to state that a specific gender outperformed the other; nevertheless, it was evident that males and females tended to use different strategies while deciding between situations with explicit rules for gains and losses.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate differences in gender performance in a healthy sample using the GDT. However, there are a few studies with the IGT showing that men have a better performance than women 19, 20 . One explanation for our apparently contradictory findings is that these two tests measure different types of decision making 21 . In particular, males may perform better in situations that require the individuals to keep track and remember the gains and losses from previous trials and thus outperform women in IGT, but not in GDT. Moreover, this ability may depend on working memory, which is involved in short-term memory and updating stored information 22 . In favor of this notion, it is well known that males have better visual working memory than females 23 . In addition to that, the lack of differences regarding age in decision making is consistent with previous studies 24, 25 . There is evidence that decision making develops throughout childhood reaches its full potential in young adulthood and begins to decline in older adulthood 26, 27 . Our sample was composed of people from 19 to 52 years old and, thus, age differences were not expected in the sample. Because of the size of our sample, we were not able to divide volunteers into smaller age groups; in this way, these data should be interpreted with caution.
To measure discriminant validity of the GDT, a sample of patients with moderate to severe TBI were evaluated. It is well documented that patients with acquired brain injury and with TBI consistently show deficits in several aspects of executive functioning and decision making 28, 29 . Sigurdardotti et al. 29 demonstrated that 83% of people with intracranial lesions and 71% of those without lesions, who were not in acute phase of recovery, were deficient in a decision-making task. In our study, patients with TBI were more impulsive than the healthy sample, chose fewer combinations of three dice and made more risky decisions overall.
Some measures were taken in order to minimize confounding variables. First, considering the previously discussed gender differences, only male healthy subjects were included in this analysis. Second, only patients with moderate and severe TBI, who had a lesion for at least six months, were recruited as patients, since those with mild TBI may not experience cognitive impairments after the brain lesion 30 . The finding of TBI patients being more impulsive than healthy volunteers suggests that the GDT was able to discriminate patients from healthy volunteers and demonstrated that the GDT is an interesting tool to investigate decision making both in a healthy and neurologically impaired sample.
Some may point out that we had a small sample of healthy volunteers. Nevertheless, the purpose of this study was not to provide normative data for a validation study of GDT, bu to present preliminary data that could be used to support the translation and adaptation of the task to Brazilian population. However, we recruited a homogeneous sample with similar backgrounds, who were mostly post-graduate students with no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. It would be interesting to replicate these findings with a broader sample including a broader age range.
In conclusion, we presented a new methodology to evaluate decision making under explicit rules for gains and losses that was translated and adapted for a Brazilian population and that could be considered valid. Therefore, the Brazilian GDT may now be used for research purposes. Yet, future studies must evaluate different clinical populations and expand the age range of the sample population in order to validate this test for Brazil.
